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Neural autopilot and context-sensitivity of habits
Colin F Camerer1,2 and Xiaomin Li1
This paper is about the background of two new ideas from
neuroeconomics for understanding habits. The main idea is a
two-process ‘neural autopilot’ model. This model hypothesizes
that contextually cued habits occur when the reward from the
habitual behavior is numerically reliable (as in related models
with an ‘arbitrator’). This computational model is lightly
parameterized, has the essential ingredients established in
animal learning and cognitive neuroscience, and is simple
enough to make nonobvious predictions. An interesting set of
predictions is about how consumers react to different kinds of
changes in prices and qualities of goods (‘elasticities’).
Elasticity analysis expands the habit marker of insensitivity to
reward devaluation, and other types of sensitivities. The
second idea is to use machine learning to discover which
contextual variables seem to cue habits, in field data.
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Defining habits
For such an apparently simple behavior, habit is tricky to
define [1]. Daw and Rünger [2, p. 291] suggest that ‘the
common elements are habit learning through repeated
responding so as to form context-response associations in
memory, and automated habit performance that is relatively insensitive to changes in the value or contingency
of response outcomes’.
In this paper, we describe two neuroeconomic computational approaches designed to bridge controlled lab
experiments with messier elements of everyday behavior.
We use a concept of predictability as a hallmark of
context-sensitivity in habits.
www.sciencedirect.com

Beyond history-dependence: neural autopilot
In general, neuroeconomics seeks to combine the best
methods, and data from both economics and cognitive
neuroscience to create theories that are mathematically insightful, useful across biological and social
sciences, and also correspond to actual neural
mechanisms.
In the case of habit formation, this combination is challenging. Outside of psychology and neuroscience, habits
are defined by a hypothesized relation between past
choices which increases current preference (subjective
value) [3] (cf. [4,5]). If this is true and causal, then
artificially inducing people to engage in an activity
(e.g. paying to encourage them go to the gym) should
increase the activity. However, the evidence for this
causal link is mixed. Post-treatment activity usually drops
off rapidly (e.g. [6]).
The neuroeconomic approach hypothesizes two types of
choice control systems in the brain — model-free and
model-based [7]. Habit, cued associatively by context
and surprisingly insensitive to reward changes, is an
‘overtrained’ model-free system. The goal-directed
model-based system, in contrast, always keeps goals in
mind and approximates ideal strategies.
A few proposals have suggested how the brain combines
these two systems. In Keramati et al. [8], a normative
model dynamically integrated both habitual and goaldirected processes based on speed/accuracy trade-offs
and expected information value. An agent decides to
deliberately calculate the value of an action (i.e. use
the model-based system) only if the potential benefit
of this action, VPIðs; aÞ, exceeds a time-sensitive cost.
Otherwise, action values are recalled from past experiences (that is the habit). Another hybrid model [9] plans
through decision trees to a limited depth, then substitutes
habit-based cached action-state Qða; sÞ values (much like
chess algorithms do).
Daw et al. [10] suggested a neural ‘arbitration’ between
model-free (habitual) and model-based control, based on
uncertainty, for which there is now fMRI evidence in Lee
et al. [11].
A neural autopilot theory introduced in [12] uses similar
elements about choice values r from reward prediction
error (RPE), and learning about ‘reward reliability’
(unsigned RPE). In neural autopilot, consumer i has a
running valuation of product j at time t, denoted r ijt ,
which is a weighted average of past r ijt and reward
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prediction error. The choice at time t is c i ðtÞ. Reward
prediction is updated according to r ijt :
(
r ijt ¼

r it1 þ rðuijt1  r it1 Þ;if c i ðt  1Þ ¼ j
r ijt1 ;otherwise

Note that contextual cues should enter here if the current
choice depends on context variables such as which location they are in, time of day, internal hunger or craving
states, etc. We do not use notation to denote such contextdependence but is easy to expand the notation to include
such effects. Reward reliability d ijt is driven by the absolute value of (often called ‘unsigned’) prediction error. It
is updated according to:
(
d ijt ¼



ð1  lÞd ijt1 þ uit  r ijt ;if yi;t1 ¼ j
ð1  lÞd ijt1 þ a;otherwise

When deciding whether to choose the product j, or a
different product in the choice set, the consumer will not
optimize. Instead, she chooses between two decision
rules. She starts by recalling her last choice and checking
if its reward reliability is sufficiently low. In this specification, reliability is measured by unsigned prediction
error.3 If the reliability is below a threshold u, she repeats
her choice from the last period yi;t1 . Otherwise she
maximizes predicted reward (in model-based mode).
yi;t ¼ f

yi;t1 ;if d iyi;t1 t < u
argmaxr ijt ;otherwise

It is well-known that for most goods and services, shortrun price ‘elasticities’ (sensitivity of percentage choice to
percentage price) are much smaller than long-run elasticities, and are often close to zero. This property can be
derived from a neural autopilot habit model; even better,
parameters of the model predict the time of at which
short-run transitions to the long-run happen (which is an
unsolved problem in economics). For certain data sets,
the neural autopilot theory can be tested empirically by
estimating free parameters.
One nonobvious prediction of the neural autopilot model
is that when making habitized choices, a person will not
be tracking prediction errors of unchosen outcomes, and
will therefore not know if there is an unchosen choice that
has become more rewarding. (Adding some stochasticity
or directed exploration will change this property.) A neat
3
Other measures of reward reliability have been used. Lee et al. [11]
use a categorized fraction of time that reward prediction error is zero.
Finding the empirically appropriate measure of reward reliability, and
its neural encoding, is an important solveable question for future
research.
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illustration comes from a 48-hour strike at the London
Tube (subway) [13]. Some Tube commuters were forced
to find a different route to work because their regular
trains were not operating. About 5% of the people who
found a better route then switched to the better route,
saving an estimated £138.
A major challenge for any neural autopilot approach is to
relate reward reliability to the mountain of evidence from
animal learning. Behavior rewarded on random interval
training schedules (rewards based on time) appears to be
more prone to habitization than random ratio schedule
training (rewards based on actions) [14,15]. The explanations for the difference in habitization is that interval
reward either weakens the correlation between reward
rate and action rate, or creates incidental association with
action timing [16]. An important open question is whether
stronger habituation from interval rewards can somehow
be reconciled with more reliable reward from interval
training (that is required to make the differential habitization fit the neural autopilot model). One possibility is
endogeneous behavior by animals– if they have learned to
withhold action just after an interval reward (crudely
anticipating the substantial time interval before the next
reward) and act just before a pending interval reward, that
behavior will increase reward reliability. Another possibility is that reward rates are somehow averaged across
trials rather than linked to single-trial actions (as is
assumed in the current neural autopilot specification).
Note also that fixing a habit threshold s, different rates of
reward will generate different reliabilities, which predicts
that different degrees of habitization will be associated
with different reward rates (in either interval or ratio
schedules).
In Milkman et al. [17], a field experiment incentivizing
gym attendance was reported which provides indirect
evidence of potential importance of reward reliability.
During a four week intervention, Google workers were
paid $3 or $7 to go to a workplace gym for 30 m, either
during a common 2-hour window of their initial choosing, or at any flexible time. Behavior in the post-intervention period indicates whether persistent behavioral
habits were formed. As is typical in such studies, the
intervention worked when it was active (increasing
visits by 0.64/week) but had a smaller post-intervention
effect in the next 4 weeks (+0.20 extra visits). Removing the larger $7 incentive apparently generated a larger
jump in reward unreliability and reduced visits by more
than removing the $3 incentive (0.56/week versus
0.34/week). Furthermore, incentivized flexible attendance increased post-intervention visits more than fixing
attendance in the 2-hour window. This is consistent with
the hypothesis that flexible busy workers were able to
choose more reliably-rewarding times to go to the gym,
while the routine-bound workers had more variability in
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subjective value and also more variability in reward
prediction errors.

‘automatic’ use (e.g. lighting up), though there is an
apparent bias to overpublish positive effects [25].

Harris and Kessler [18] explored habits using data from
use of stationary exercise equipment. They use rainfall as
a quasi-experimental variable hypothesized to reduce
current exercise, and to causally reduce future exercise
(if current exercise creates habit). They identify such an
effect of initial exercise which is large in magnitude
(though not precisely estimated): One extra workout in
a four-week initial period leads to two extra workouts in
the next six weeks. Their analyses further suggest that
successful interventions need to create daily workouts to
have substantial post-intervention success (p. 705).

An early illustrative example of testing for different context
variables in the field used ecological momentary assessment (EMA) [26]. People were asked via an electronic diary
to report what they were currently doing, and their craving,
drug use, and emotions. The strongest cue associated with
craving and drug use was when addicts were in the presence
of the kinds of cash bills ($10 or more), which were often
used to buy drugs. In Kirchner et al. [27], both EMA and the
geospatial locations of 475 smokers who were trying to quit
were tracked using phone GPS. People were more likely to
lapse and smoke when there were physically near point-ofsale tobacco locations. The effect is stronger when the
craving level is low.

Cues and contexts
Many human studies have shown the sensitivity of apparent habits to contextual cues. Laboratory results are
tentatively convincing. The next step is to understand
similar effects in field data outside the lab.
Two particularly clever lab experiments illustrate context effects. In Neal et al. [19], when more (self-reportedly) habitized people ate popcorn in an actual movie
theater (compared to a control), they ate as much stale
popcorn as fresh popcorn (less-habitized subjects at less
stale popcorn). Being in the theater is the context
variable. Another neat experiment recorded subjects’
speech intensity (DB) after priming by searching for
kitchen images (control) or stadium images (treatment).
Those who visit stadiums more often were more likely
to speak louder when the stadium context image was
present [20].
Using a large set of data on recorded health care workers’
handwashing [21] found that washing habits were interrupted by context changes — longer breaks from work
and working in unfamiliar hospital locations.

In Buyalskaya et al. [28], a novel approach was taken to
studying context-sensitivity using large panel data sets, in
which many people were observed repeatedly over long
several-month spans. To find cues associated with behavior, they consider a large number of candidate context
predictors. Machine learning (LASSO) is then used to
select predictors and avoid overfitting.
Their procedure is called ‘predicting context sensitivity’
(PCS). It was applied to two data sets, on gym attendance
and how often hospital workers washed their hands using
automated sanitizers in patients’ hospital rooms
(see Box 1). The predictive accuracy of a logistic model
of 0–1 behavior (either attending the gym, or washing
hands), was measured conventionally by the area under a
ROC curve (called AUC). The individual-level values
were around AUC = 0.65–0.85 (where 0.50 is random and
1.0 is perfect).

In the clinical literature on addiction, context-sensitivity
is called ‘cue reactivity’. In typical experimental paradigms, addicts are exposed to sensory cues which have
been previously Pavlovian-associated with drug use. The
goal is to find which cues create biological craving and
drug use.

The authors also tested whether hospital workers were
more insensitive to the likely change in reward value from
handwashing in the last room of the day (assuming reward
value falls because their hands do not need to be clean to
protect patients any longer). This test is a direct analogue
to the method from animal learning but without lab
control. They did not find an effect of habit on reward
insensitivity. However, more tests with a better rewardchange proxy are worthwhile.

Meta-analysis shows that cannabis cues (such as pictures,
videos, handling a joint) cause craving, whether measured
by self-report or by psychophysiology (EEG, EDA, heart
rate) around d = 0.60 [22]). A robust type of internal cue is
a negative effect, induced experimentally — by social
stress, rumination, shock anticipation, etc. Meta-analysis
has shown that negative affect induction has an effect
around d = 0.30–0.40 on both craving and alcohol use [23],
and on tobacco craving [24]. Self-reported craving states
correlate around d = 0.30 with ‘nonautomatic’ tobacco use
(planning where to buy cigarettes) and d = 0.15 with

The PCS procedure can also be used to see if the contextsensitivity is becoming more predictable over time, as a
habit is being formed (statistically, is AUC increasing?).
Statistical methods can then be used to estimate how long
it takes habits to form based on how AUC increases over
time (see Box 2). While many people do not seem to form
stable habits of this type (i.e. their predictability does not
increase over time), for the 30–45% who do so the
estimated time to habit formation is around 200 days
for gym attendance and 14 daily shifts for hospital
workers.
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Box 1 Predicting context-sensitivity (PCS)
Buyalskaya et al. [28], they used LASSO to predict context-sensitive handwashing behaviors in a hospital. They leverage a dataset collected via a
RFID technology that monitors whether an individual washes their hands in each hospital room they enter. A total of 5246 healthcare workers
across 30 different hospitals, were tracked over about a year (40M data points).
Each data point is accompanied by a timestamp, as well as the room and hospital where two opportunities to wash arose, when both entering and
exiting. Candidate context variables include the time of day, time spent working, previous room and shift handwashing compliance, and indicators
for entry or exit. (In general, the procedure allows any context variables to be included.)
LASSO regression is used for ‘selecting’ predictive variables and ‘shrinking’ variables which are not predictive to zero (to avoid overfitting). For
each person, a LASSO regression establishes a single measure of predictability across the entire sample — the area under the ROC curve (AUC).
Higher AUC means the behavior is more predictable. AUCs were around 0.75–0.85.
Across individuals, AUC is not correlated with the frequency with which the behavior is performed (r = 0.06). In other words, whether people wash
their hands frequently or not, in general, is not associated with how contextually predictable they are. This is an important fact because habits are
sometimes said to require frequent behavior for habitization to take place.
However, some infrequent behaviors can be context-sensitive and habit-like. For example, Aldrich et al. [29] suggest that voting can be habit-like,
in the specific sense that a causal nudge to vote once influences future voting, but only if the context is held fixed (where ‘context’ is living in the
same home).
Measures of predictability and the set of important feature predictors can be used in several ways: How high is predictability? Can less-predictable
people change habits more easily? What variables are most predictive?
Table 1 shows the strongest predictors of handwashing at the aggregate level. The most important context variable is handwashing compliance
during their last shift. A room entry indicator is negative for 77% of workers, which means workers are more likely to wash when exiting than when
entering (this is bad if it reflects workers protecting themselves from patient germs rather than the other way around). Time since the start of a shift
(‘Time at work’) is a negative predictor of handwashing for 42%. Room compliance of others is generally a positive predictor (for 66%). This likely
reflects the possibility that rooms with sicker patients, where sanitizers are especially salient, or where workers notice their peers washing, have
higher overall washing rates. Many variables are highly unimportant (mostly zero LASSO coefficients) (not shown), including times of day, months,
and time off before the current shift.

Conclusion
Decades of careful research on animal learning, and a
smaller body of recent work on human learning, have
shown some basic principles about how habit seems to
work in small-scale tightly controlled settings. Since so
many important questions about high-consequence
human behavior hinge around shedding bad everyday
habits and acquiring good ones, linking the mechanistic
theories to observable everyday behavior in large data sets
is now feasible. This opinion described two ways to make
that link by developing and testing a two-system neural

autopilot theory and using machine learning to identify
individual context-sensitivity.
One weakness of the PCS analysis is that there is no
information about the automaticity of habit response. It
is likely that some parts of the action chain in behavior
like gym attendance initiation are explicit and deliberate (e.g. deciding when to go during a day) and other
elements are automatic (e.g. finding and opening a
familiar locker). Better data will help tell the
difference.

Table 1
Context predictors of hospital hand washing

Compliance last shift
Entry indicator
Compliance last opp.  Entry indicator
Compliance last opp.  Time since last opp
Compliance within episode
Time since last opp.
(Time since last opp.)2
Room compliance of others
Time at work
Compliance last opp.  (Time since last opp)2
Prev. room compliance

Importance

Q1

Median

Q3

% zero

% positive

% negative

Homog index

0.77
0.35
0.13
0.12
0.12
0.09
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.07
0.07

0.66
0.33
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.03

0.70
0.28
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.05
0.00
0.00
0.04

0.92
0.04
0.21
0.00
0.14
0.00
0.00
0.12
0.00
0.00
0.11

0
18
49
54
33
61
74
32
54
74
32

100
5
47
1
51
24
7
66
4
20
65

0
77
4
45
16
15
18
2
42
5
2

96
68
39
40
31
5
7
60
34
11
59

Statistics of feature importance. Importance is the absolute value of standardized LASSO coefficients averaged across individuals. Q1, Median, and
Q3 are the coefficient values for first (lowest), second, and third quantiles of the sample. % zero, % positive, and % negative capture the percentage
of the individual LASSO models which had coefficients that had zero, positive, and negative values, respectively. The Homogeneity Index is the
absolute value of the difference between % positive and % negative.
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Box 2 Estimating when habits form
How quickly habits form is an important question because it sheds light on neurophysiological mechanisms and is also of practical importance (e.g.
to promote or change habits). In Buyalskaya et al. [28], machine learning was applied to measure habit formation in terms of statistical predictability
of behavior from context variables.
The method assumes there is an instantaneous predictability function Di ðtÞ which can be approximated by the function a  bct following Lally
et al. [30]. Because the AUC requires a substantial sample to estimate, Di ðtÞ is derived from a related function Ai ðtÞ given by
Z
1 t
Di ðsÞds
Ai ðtÞ ¼
t 0
b ½1
exp ðci tÞ
. Nonlinear least squares is used to fit the empirical Ai ðtÞ to each individual i’s AUC
Calculus shows that Ai ðtÞ ¼ ai  i
ci t
^i ; c
^i ; b
^i . The time to habit formation for person i is defined the time it takes for Di ðtÞ to reach 95% of its
sequence and obtain the estimates a
estimated asymptote ai (which is T i ¼ 
ln ðai =20bi Þ=ci ). This function is plotted in green in Figure 1a. Figure 1b is a histogram of T i
values across all workers.

Figure 1
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